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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the following parabolic problem
(P)
ut=2u+ f (u, t), x # 0,
u
&
=0, x # 0,
where u=u(x, t) # R, 0 is a smooth bounded domain in RN and f : R2  R
is a smooth function that is periodic in t with period {>0. We are interested
in the existence of linearly stable subharmonic solutions. By a subharmonic
solution we mean a solution ,(x, t) that is periodic in t with the minimal
period k{ for some integer k>1. Such a ,(x, t) is said to be linearly stable
if the period map (that is, the time-k{ map) of the linearized problem
(L)
vt=2v+ fu(,(x, t), t) v, x # 0,
v
&
=0, x # 0,
has all eigenvalues inside the unit circle in the complex plane.
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To motivate this study let us recall a result on the asymptotic behavior
of solutions of (P). We choose
X=C(0 )
as the state space for (P). For any u0 # X let u( } , t; u0) denote the maxi-
mally defined solution of (P) (see [23, 21]). If t [ &u( } , t)&X is bounded
then this solution exists on [0, ) and it approaches, as t  , its |-limit
set |(u0), which is a nonempty compact set in X. In general, the structure
of |(u0) is not known and can probably be rather complicated, however,
a description is available for typical trajectories. More specifically, there is
a residual set G/X with the following property: if u0 # G and u( } , t; u0) is
bounded then there is an integer k1 and a k{-periodic solution , of (P)
such that
&u( } , t; u0)&,( } , t)&X  0 as t  
and , is at least linearly neutrally stable, that is, the spectrum of the period
map of the linearized problem (L) is contained inside or on the unit circle.
This property is a consequence of a more general result on discrete
monotone dynamical systems, see [24, 25]. See also [29] for a sharper
abstract result and [19] for an additional information on periods of stable
subharmonic solutions; for a general background on monotone dynamical
systems see the monographs [18, 26] and references therein.
Thus a typical bounded trajectory of (P) is asymptotically periodic with
the minimal asymptotic period possibly larger than the period of the equa-
tion. Whether the asymptotic period can indeed be larger than { depends
on whether (P) has a stable subharmonic solution or not. In [28, 9],
Taka c , and Dancer and Hess independently proved that linearly stable
subharmonic solutions do occur for some reaction-diffusion equations,
provided the nonlinearity is allowed to depend on x explicitly: f =f (u, x, t).
Although they gave examples on specially chosen domains, the results
easily extend to a large class of other domains. It even turns out that one
can construct similar examples on an arbitrary bounded domain in RN,
N2. This will be considered elsewhere.
In this paper, we stress spatial homogeneity of (P): f =f (u, t) is independent
of x. In this situation, the problem of existence of stable subharmonic solutions
becomes more difficult and more interesting for, first, one has less freedom in
varying the nonlinearity around and, second, the effect of the domain shape
becomes important. In fact, on some domains there are no stable subharmonic
solutions, no matter how the nonlinearity is chosen.
Assume for example that 0 is convex. Then, by a result of Hess [17],
any periodic solution of (P) which is at least linearly neutrally stable is
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spatially homogeneous (similar results on autonomous equations appeared
earlier in [2, 22]). Now, for spatially homogeneous solutions, (P) is
simplified to
ut= f (u, t).
An elementary inspection shows that there are no subharmonic solutions of
this ODE, thus any stable periodic solution of the original PDE is necessarily
{-periodic.
As these remarks also illustrate, there is an interesting interplay between
spatial and temporal behavior of solutions of (P). In particular, stable
oscillations of higher period must always be accompanied by nontrivial
spatial patterns.
The main result of this paper shows that spatially homogeneous equa-
tions with linearly stable subharmonic solutions do exist on some domains.
Theorem 1.1. For any integers N2 and k2 there exist a domain
0/RN with smooth boundary and a smooth function f =f (u, t), {-periodic
in t, such that (P) has a linearly stable subharmonic solution of minimal
period k{.
We remark that if N=1 then no subharmonic solutions, stable or not,
can occur (see [3, 1]).
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is carried out in several steps. First, we
construct a stable subharmonic solution for a one dimensional equation
with variable diffusion coefficient,
vt=
1
d(%)
(d(%) v%)%+ f (v, t), % # S1. (1.1)
The construction involves an analysis of solutions with two sharp tran-
sition layers, that is, solutions that stay close to \1 everywhere except for
two small space intervals, depending on t, in which transition layers occur.
The motion of the layers is governed by ordinary differential equations
on S 1. Finding subharmonic solutions of these ODEs (Section 2) and using
the monotonicity method along the lines of [11], we obtain a stable sub-
harmonic solution of (1.1) (see Section 3).
We then consider the higher dimensional problem (P) on a thin domain
around S1. More specifically, we assume that the domain 0=0(+) is a
tubular neighborhood of S1 in RN that varies with a small parameter + and
and shrinks to S 1 when +  0. Under certain conditions, one can show that
(1.1) serves as a ‘‘limit equation’’ for this family of problems (see [16] for
a general discussion on thin domain problems and their limit equations).
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We show that the stable subharmonic solution of (1.1) is approximated by
a subharmonic solution of the equation on 0(+), for any sufficiently small
+>0 (see Section 4). Here we use a comparison method in a way similar
to that in [31]. This gives a subharmonic solution that is at least neutrally
linearly stable. Finally, we perturb the nonlinearity so that the subhar-
monic solution becomes linearly stable (Section 5).
This paper is mainly concerned with the Neumann problem. A few
remarks concerning stable subharmonic solutions for the Dirichlet problem
are included in Section 6. In that section, we also discuss problem (P) on
simply connected domains.
2. ODE
In this section, we study ordinary differential equations that will later be
used to describe the motion of transition layers of a solution to a reaction-
diffusion problem.
Consider the equations
d
dt
p(t)= g( p(t))+a(t), (2.1)
d
dt
q(t)= g(q(t))&a(t), (2.2)
where g(%) is smooth and 2?-periodic in % and a(t) is smooth and {-periodic
in t. We impose the following condition on g:
|
2?
0
g(%) d%=0. (2.3)
We prove the following result.
Proposition 2.1. For any integer k2, there exist g(%) and a(t) such
that (2.1) and (2.2) have linearly stable solutions satisfying p(t+k{)#
p(t)+2?, q(t+k{)#q(t)+2? and q(t)<p(t)<q(t)+2? for all t. Moreover,
these solutions are such that k{ is the minimal period of p(t), q(t) mod 2?.
Note that the linear stability of p(t) requires that the solutions of
dp
dt
= g$( p(t)) p
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decay to 0 exponentially as t  . This is equivalent to
|
k{
0
g$( p(t)) dt<0.
A similar remark applies to q(t).
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Choose a smooth 2?k-periodic function g
satisfying (2.3) such that for some $>0 the following relations are satisfied:
(A1) g(%)>&$ (% # R);
(A2) there exist 0<q0<p0<2?k such that
g( p0)= g(q0)=$ and g$( p0)<0, g$(q0)<0.
We next define a function a(t). We do it in two steps, first taking a piece-
wise constant function and then approximating it in L1(0, {) by a smooth
function. When discussing solutions of (2.1) (and similarly with (2.2)) with
a # L1loc(R), we have in mind mild solutionscontinuous functions that
satisfy
p(t)= p(0)+|
t
0
(g( p(s))+a(s)) ds.
Let
a~ (t)={$&$
if t # [0, {1],
if t # [{1 , {],
with 0<{1<{ determined by the following two requirements: the solution
p1(t) of
p* =g( p)+$
p(0)=p0
satisfies
p1({1)= p0+
2?
k
,
and the solution q2(t) of
q* =g(q)+$
q(0)=q0
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satisfies
q2({&{1)=q0+
2?
k
.
These values are well defined by (A1).
We further extend a~ so that it becomes a {-periodic function on R.
By the above definitions and periodicity of g, the functions
p~ (t)={
p1(t)
p0+
2?
k
if t # [0, {1],
if t # [{1 , {],
and
q~ (t)={q0q2(t)
if t # [0, {1]
if t # [{1 , {]
are solutions of
d
dt
p(t)=g( p(t))+a~ (t), (2.4)
and
d
dt
q(t)= g(q(t))&a~ (t), (2.5)
respectively. Furthermore, we have
p~ ({)= p0+
2?
k
, q~ ({)=q0+
2?
k
.
Extending p~ , q~ to R by requiring
p~ (t+{)#p~ (t)+
2?
k
, q~ (t+{)#q~ (t)+
2?
k
,
we obtain absolutely continuous functions that are solutions of (2.4) and
(2.5) on R and p~ (t+k{)#p~ (t)+2?, q~ (t+k{)#q~ (t)+2?. Moreover, q~ (t)<
p~ (t)<q~ (t)+2? for all t, and k{ is the minimal period of p(t), q(t) mod 2?.
We now consider the initial-value problem
p* =g( p)+a(t),
p(0)=\,
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where \ is close to p0 and a(t) is a {-periodic function whose restriction to
(0, {) belongs to L1(0, {) and is close in the L1 norm to a~ . Let p=’(t; \, a)
denote the solution of the above problem. Then ’(k{; \, a) is a C1-function
of \ and a # L1(0, {). We apply the implicit function theorem to the equation
’(k{; \, a)&\=0. (2.6)
Note that ’\(k{; p0 , a~ )=v(k{), where v is the solution of
v* =g$( p~ (t)) v,
v(0)=1;
hence
’\(k{; p0 , a~ )=exp \|
k{
0
g$( p~ (t)) dt+ .
Now
|
k{
0
g$( p~ (t)) dt=k \|
{1
0
g$( p~ (t)) dt+|
{
{1
g$( p~ (t)) dt+
=k \|
{1
0
g$( p~ (t))
g( p~ (t))+$
dp~ (t)
dt
dt+|
{
{1
g$ \ p0+2?k + dt+
=k \ln \g \ p0+2?k ++$+&ln(g( p0)+$)+({&{1) g$( p0)+
=k({&{1) g$( p0)<0.
Thus the implicit function theorem applies to (2.6). This implies that for
ara~ there is a solution prp~ of (2.1) such that p(t+k{)= p(t)+2?.
Similarly, computing
|
k{
0
g$(q~ (t)) dt=k{g$(q0)<0,
one shows that there is a solution qrq~ of (2.2) such that q(t+k{)=
q(t)+2?.
Obviously, p and q inherit the following properties from p~ and q~ :
v q(t)<p(t)<q(t)+2? (t # R),
v k{ is the minimal period of p(t), q(t) mod 2?,
v k{0 g$( p(t)) dt<0 and 
k{
0 g$(q(t)) dt<0.
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Thus p and q have all the properties stated in Proposition 2.1. As a(t) can
be chosen smooth, the proposition is proved. K
3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
Let S1 be the unit circle parameterized by %, and consider the equation
vt=
1
d(%)
(d(%) v%)%+ f (v, t), % # S1. (3.1)
We assume that d(%) is smooth and 2?-periodic in %, and f is smooth in
(v, t) and {-periodic in t. In this section, we show the existence of a stable
subharmonic solution of (3.1).
As usual, we identify %, %\2?, %\4?, ..., and denote their representative
in [0, 2?) by [%]. For convention, we write %1<%<%2 or % # (%1 , %2) when
[%1]<[%]<[%2], [%]<[%2]<[%1] or [%2]<[%1]<[%]. We will use
similar convention for semi-closed and closed intervals.
Let : # (&1, 1) and ; be parameters, and consider the autonomous
reaction-diffusion equation
vt=vxx+ f (v; :)+;, x # R, (3.2)
where f (v; :) :=(v&:)(1&v2). For each :, if |;| is small, the function
f (v; :)+; has exactly three zeros, say b1(:, ;)<b0(:, ;)<b2(:, ;). It is
known that (3.2) has a traveling front solution v=8(z; :, ;), z=x&ct,
which satisfies
8zz+c8z+ f (8; :)+;=0,
(3.3)
8(&; :, ;)=b2(:, ;), 8(+; :, ;)=b1(:, ;).
We impose an additional condition 8(0; :, ;)=0 in order to fix the phase
of the traveling solution. We note that by f v(b2 , :)<0 and f v(b1 , :)<0, the
convergence of 8 to b1(:, ;) and b2(:, ;) must be exponential.
The following result is well-known (see, e.g., [12]).
Lemma 3.1. If f (v; :)+; has three zeros, then (3.3) has a unique solution
(8, c)=(8(z; :, ;), c(:, ;)) that depends on (:, ;) smoothly. Moreover, the
following properties hold :
(i) 8z(z; :, ;)<0 for all z.
(ii) c(0, 0)=0 and (c:)(0, 0)>0.
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Let g(%) and a(t) be as in Proposition 2.1, and =>0 be a small param-
eter. By Lemma 3.1(ii), we can find {-periodic function :^(t)=O(=) such
that
c(:^(t), 0)==a(t). (3.4)
Now we define f (v, t) by
f (v, t) :==&2f (v; :^(t))
and d(%) by
d(%) :=exp \&| g(%) d%+
or, equivalently,
g(%) :=&d $(%)d(%).
We note that f (v, t) is {-periodic in t and d(%) is 2?-periodic in % by (2.3).
We have the following result concerning the existence of a stable k{-periodic
solution of (3.1).
Proposition 3.1. Let d(%) and f (v, t) be given as above. If =>0 is
sufficiently small, then (3.1) has a stable solution that is periodic in t with the
minimal period k{.
Let us briefly explain the mechanism for the existence of a stable sub-
harmonic solution. Suppose that initial data has two transition layers at
%= p(0) and q(0), and is close to +1 for % # (q(0), p(0)) and close to &1
for % # ( p(0), q(0)). Since the nonlinearity f given as above is strongly
bistable, the solution of (3.1) is mostly close to the stable state +1 or &1,
and there appear very thin transition layers between these two stable states.
Therefore, roughly speaking, the dynamics of solutions of (3.1) can be
reduced to that for the layers which depends on the nonlinearity, spatial
inhomogeneity, and interaction between two layers. We can show by a
formal approximation (see Section 3 of [11]) that the asymmetry of f and
the spatial homogeneity yield the driving force \a(t) and g(%), respectively,
but the interaction between two layers is very small and negligible. Thus
the positions %= p(t) and %=q(t) of the layers are described by (2.1) and
(2.2), respectively. Then, by Proposition 2.1, we see that the layers rotate
around S 1 with period k{, and the linear stability of p(t) and q(t) together
with the smoothing effect by diffusion ensures the existence of a stable
k{-periodic solution of (3.1).
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We will verify the above intuitive consideration in a mathematically
rigorous manner by a comparison method. To this purpose, we first construct
a super- and a sub-solution of p(t). Let us consider the following equation
on S 1,
d
dt
%(t)= g(%(t))+a(t)\$, (3.5)
where $0 is a small parameter. By Proposition 2.1, (3.5) with $=0 has
a k{-periodic linearly stable solution %= p(t).
Lemma 3.2. For small $>0, (3.5) has k{-periodic solutions p\(t) with
the following properties:
(i) p\(t)  p(t) as $  0.
(ii) p&(t)<p(t)<p+(t) for all t.
Proof. Since p(t) is a linearly stable solution of (3.5) with $=0, the
existence of p\(t) and (i) follow from the implicit function theorem.
We will show (ii) by contradiction. Suppose p+(t0)p(t0) for some t0 .
Let p0(t) be the solution of (3.5) with $=0 subject to the initial condition
p0(t0)= p+(t0). Since p(t) is linearly stable, we have p0(t0+k{)p0(t0)+2?.
On the other hand, we have p0(t0+k{)<p+(t0+k{) by comparison. Hence
we obtain p+(t0+k{)>p+(t0), contradicting the k{-periodicity of p+(t).
The inequality p&(t)<p(t) is obtained in the same way. Q.E.D.
Next, let us consider the following equation on S1 :
d
dt
%(t)= g(%(t))&a(t)\$. (3.6)
The next lemma is obtained in a similar manner to Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.3. For small $>0, (3.6) has k{-periodic solutions q\(t) with
the following properties:
(i) q\(t)  q(t) as $  0.
(ii) q&(t)<q(t)<q+(t) for all t.
Hereafter, we take $>0 sufficiently small (so that in particular q(t)<
q+(t)<p&(t) (t # [0, k{)) and fix it. We note that p\(t) and q(t) will
correspond to the positions of transition layers of a super- and a subsolu-
tion of (3.1).
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Now we construct a supersolution of (3.1) as follows. Let m, l, l$ be
arbitrarily fixed constants satisfying
1<m<2, m<l<3, 2l<l$<l+3. (3.7)
It follows from (3.3) that 8(z; :^(t), =m) satisfies
8zz+c+(t) 8z+ f (8; a(t))+=m=0, (3.8)
where
c+(t) :=c(:^(t), =m)==a(t)+o(=) (3.9)
by (3.4) and m>1.
We note that 8(z; :, ;)&b1(:, ;)  0 as z   with a precise exponen-
tial asymptotics,
8(z; :, ;)&b1(:, ;)re&rz as z  +,
where r=r(:, ;)>0. Moreover, for any r <r,
|8z |, |8zz |, |8: |  0 as z  \,
exponentially with exponent &r (see Chap. 13 of [6]). Similar remarks
apply to z  &. Hence for any m, l, l$ satisfying (3.7), we can take
positive numbers K1 , K2=O( |log =| ) independent of t such that
|8&b1(:^(t), =m)|=l for z # [K1 , +),
|8&b2(:^(t), =m)|=l for z # (&, &K2], (3.10)
|8z |, |8zz |, |8: |=l for z  (&K2 , K1),
and
8(2K1 ; :^(t), =m)&b1(:^(t), =m)=l$,
(3.11)
b2(:^(t), =m)&8(&2K2 ; :^(t), =m)=l$.
Let h+(z) be a smooth function on R satisfying
&2K2 for z # (&, &3K2],
h+(z)={z for z # [&K2 , K1],2K1 for z # [3K1 , ),
0h+z (z)1 and &1h
+
zz(z)+1 for all z,
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and set
!+(%, t) :=h+ \%& p
+(t)
= + , ’+(%, t) :=h+ \
q&(t)&%
= + .
Then we define v+(%, t) by
v+(%, t) :=
8(!+(%, t); :^(t), =m)
for % # ( p+(t)&3K2=, p+(t)+3K1 =),
8(2K1 ; :^(t), =m),
for % # [ p+(t)+3K1=, q&(t)&3K1 =],
8(’+(%, t); :^(t), =m)
for % # (q&(t)&3K1=, q&(t)+3K2 =),
8(&2K2 ; :^(t), =m)
for % # [q&(t)+3K2=, p+(t)&3K2 =].
Clearly the function v+(%, t) is smooth in (%, t) and 2?-periodic in %. Also
it is periodic in t with minimal period k{ (which is the minimal period of
p+, q&). Moreover, since
b1(:^(t), =m)=&1+b 1(t) =m+o(=m),
b2(:^(t), =m)=+1+b 2(t) =m+o(=m),
for some b 1(t)>0 and b 2(t)>0, we see from (3.10) and m<l that
8(2K1 ; :^(t), =m)>&1, 8(&2K2 ; :^(t), =m)>+1, (3.12)
if = is sufficiently small.
Lemma 3.4. If =>0 is sufficiently small, then v+(%, t) is a super-solution
of (3.1).
Proof. We divide S1 into several intervals and show the following
inequality in each interval:
v+t (%, t)>
1
d(%)
(d(%) v+% )%+ f (v
+, t). (3.13)
(i) % # ( p+(t)&K2=, p+(t)+K1=).
Since !+(%, t)#=&1(%& p+(t)) in this range, we have
!+t =&=
&1p+t , !
+
% ==
&1, !+%%=0,
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so that
v+t (%, t)=8z!
+
t +8: :^t=&=
&18z p+t +O(=),
v% +(%, t)=8z!+% ==
&18z ,
v+%%(%, t)=8zz(!
+
% )
2+8z!+%%==
&28zz ,
where 8: , 8z , 8zz are evaluated at (!+(%, t); :^(t), =m). Hence, by using
(3.8), we obtain
v+t (%, t)&
1
d(%)
(d(%) v+% )%& f (v
+, t)
=&=&18z p+t +O(=)&=
&28zz&=&1[d $(%)d(%)] 8z&=&2f (8; :^)
=&=&18zp+t &=
&28zz&=&1[d $(%)d(%)] 8z
+=&2[8zz+c+8z+=m]+O(=)
==&18z[&p+t &d $(%)d(%)+=
&1c+]+=m&2+O(=).
Since %& p+=O(= |log =| ) in the given range, using (3.5), (3.9) we obtain
&p+t &d $(%)d(%)+=
&1c+=&p+t &d $( p
+)d( p+)+a+o(1)
=&$+o(1).
Since 8z<0, we obtain (3.13) for sufficiently small =.
(ii) % # [ p+(t)+K1=, p+(t)+3K1=).
In this range, we have
v+t (%, t)&
1
d(%)
(d(%) v+% )%& f (v
+, t)
=8z!+t +8: :^t&8zz(!
+
% )
2&8z !+%%&[d $(%)d(%)] 8z!
+
%
+=&2(8zz+c+8z)+=m&2.
By (3.10), (3.7) and m<2, the term =m&2 dominates the other terms. Hence
(3.13) holds for sufficiently small =.
(iii) % # [ p+(t)+3K1=, q&(t)&3K1=].
In this range, we have
v+t (%, t)&
1
d(%)
(d(%) v+% )%& f (v
+, t)=8: :^t&=&2f (8(2K1 ; :^(t), =m); :^).
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Here we have
8: :^t=O(=l+1)
by (3.10). Also,
=&2f (8(2K1 ; :^(t), =m); :^)&=&2f v(b1 ; :^)[8(2K1 ; :^(t), =m)&b1(:^(t), =m)]
and
f v(b1 ; :^)&f v(&1; 0)<0.
Hence, by (3.11) and l+1>l$&2, we have (3.13) for sufficiently small =.
Other ranges can be treated in a similar manner to the above. We omit
details. Q.E.D.
We can construct a subsolution of (3.1) in a similar manner as follows.
Let m, l, l$ be as in (3.7). Then we can take positive numbers L1 , L2=
O( |log =| ) independent of t such that
|8&b1(:^(t), &=m)|=l for z # [L1 , +),
|8&b2(:^(t), &=m)|=l for z # (&, &L2],
|8z |, |8zz |, |8: |=l for z  (&L2 , L1),
and
8(2L1 ; :^(t), &=m)&b1(:^(t), &=m)=l$,
b2(:^(t), &=m)&8(&2L2 ; :^(t), &=m)=l$.
Let h&(z) be a smooth function on R satisfying
&2L2 for z # (&, &3L2],
h&(z)={z for z # [&L2 , L1],2L1 for z # [3L1 , ),
0h&z (z)1 and &1h
&
zz(z)+1 for all z,
and set
!&(%, t) :=h& \%& p
&(t)
= + , ’&(%, t) :=h& \
q+(t)&%
= + .
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If we define v&(%, t) by
v&(%, t) :=
8(!&(%, t); :^(t), &=m)
for % # ( p&(t)&3L2=, p&(t)+3L1 =),
8(2L1 ; :^(t), &=m)
for % # [ p&(t)+3L1 =, q+(t)&3L1=],
8(’&(%, t); :^(t), &=m)
for % # (q+(t)&3L1 =, q+(t)+3L2 =),
8(&2L2 ; :^(t), &=m)
for % # [q+(t)+3L2=, p&(t)&3L2=],
then the function v&(%, t) is smooth in (%, t) and 2?-periodic in %.
Moreover, by m<l, we have
8(2L1 ; :^(t), &=m)<&1, 8(&2L2 ; :^(t), &=m)<+1, (3.14)
if = is sufficiently small.
The following lemma is obtained in a similar manner to Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. If =>0 is sufficiently small, then v&(%, t) is a subsolution
of (3.1).
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, (3.12) and (3.14), we
have
v&(%, t)<v+(%, t) for all (%, t).
Moreover, v+(%, t) and v&(%, t) are periodic in t with the minimal period
k{. Hence, by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we can apply the monotonicity method
(see [18]) to show the existence of a stable k{-periodic solution of (3.1)
satisfying
u&(%, t)<u(%, t)<u+(%, t) (% # [0, 2?], t # [0, k{]).
It is clear from the construction of u+, u& that k{ is the minimal period
of u if =>0 is sufficiently small. Q.E.D.
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4. THIN DOMAIN
In this section, we consider the existence of a stable subharmonic
solution of the equation
ut=2u+ f (u, t), x # 0,
(4.1)u
&
=0, x # 0,
where 0 is a bounded thin domain in RN (N2) and f, d are as in
Proposition 3.1. We define the domain 0 as follows. Let
!(%)=(cos %, sin %, 0, ..., 0)t # RN,
and let S1 be a unit circle embedded in RN given by
S1=[!(%); % # [0, 2?)].
We note that ’(%) :=(dd%) !(%) is a unit tangent vector of S 1. Let D(%, +)
be an (N&1)-dimensional disc given by
D(%, +)=[x # RN ; (x&!(%)) } ’(%)=0 and |x&!(%)|<+d(%)1(N&1)],
where +>0 is a small parameter and d(%) is as in Proposition 3.1. Then we
define 0=0(+) by
0(+) :=[x # RN ; x # D(%, +), % # [0, 2?)].
We have the following result.
Proposition 4.1. Let f (u, t) and 0 be given as above. If +>0 is sufficiently
small, (4.1) has a stable solution that is periodic in t with the minimal period k{.
Our proof of this proposition is based on the comparison method. We
first construct a super-solution of (4.1) as follows by modifying the method
of [31].
Let v+(%, t) be the super-solution of (3.1) given in Lemma 3.4. Then we
can take _>0 so small that
v+t >
1
d(%)
[d(%) v+% ]%+ f (v
+, t)+2_ for all (%, t). (4.2)
Since +>0 is small, we can define a smooth mapping 3: 0(+) [ [0, 2?) by
3(x)=% if x # D(%, +).
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Now we define
u+(x, t) :=v+(3(x), t)
+
1
2(N&1) {
d $(3(x))
d(3(x))
v+% (3(x), t)+_= |x&!(3(x))|2.
Note that with %=3(x) and r, x given by
x=(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xN)=((r+1) cos %, (r+1) sin %, x ),
the above definition reads
u+(x, t) :=v+(%, t)+
1
2(N&1) {
d $(%)
d(%)
v+% (%, t)+_= |(r, x )| 2.
Lemma 4.1. If +_>0 is sufficiently small, then u+(x, t) is a super-solution
of (4.1).
Proof. Differentiating in polar coordinates and using |(r, x )|=O(+) for
x # 0+ , we obtain
u+t &2u
+& f (u+, t)=v+t &v
+
%%&{d $(%)d(%) v+% +_=& f (v+, t)+O(+),
and
{u+=(1+O(+)) v+% ’(%)+
1
N&1 {
d $(%)
d(%)
v+% +_= (x&!(%))+O(+2).
The first equality and (4.2) yield
u+t &2u
+& f (u+, t)_+O(+) in 0. (4.3)
Now, with r, % and x as above, define H(x) by
H(x)=|(r, x )|&+d(%)1(N&1).
Note that H(x)>0 for x # 0+ and H(x)=0 for x # 0+ , hence the unit
outer normal vector at x # 0+ is given by
&=
{H(x)
|{H(x)|
.
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Differentiating in polar coordinates again, we obtain for x # 0+ (that is,
for |(r, x )|=+d(%)1(N&1))
&=
1
+d(%)1(N&1)
(x&!(%))&+[d(%)1(N&1)]% ’(%)+O(+2).
Hence, by using
’(%) } (x&!(%))=0, |’(%)|=1 and |x&!(%)|=d(%)1(N&1)
we have on 0(+)

&
u+=& } {u+
=&(1+O(+)) +[d(%)1(N&1)]% v+%
+
1
N&1 {
d $(%)
d(%)
v+% +_= +d(%)1(N&1)+O(+2)
=
_+
N&1
d(%)1(N&1)+O(+2).
This and (4.3) imply that if _+ is sufficiently small, u+ becomes a super-
solution. Q.E.D.
Let v&(%, t) be the sub-solution of (3.1) given in Lemma 3.5. Then we
can take _>0 so small that
v&t <
1
d(%)
[d(%) v&% ]%+ f (v
&, t)&_ for all (%, t).
Then we define
u&(x, t) :=v&(3(x), t)+{d $(3(x))2d(3(x)) v&% (3(x), t)&
_
4= |x&!(3(x))|2.
The following lemma is obtained in the same manner as Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.2. If +_>0 is sufficiently small, then u&(x, t) is a sub-solution
of (4.1).
Now we complete the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Since v&(%, t)<v+(%, t) for all (%, t), we can
take _ so small that
u&(x, t)<u+(x, t) for all (x, t).
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Moreover, u+(x, t) and u&(x, t) are periodic in t with the minimal period
k{. Hence, using Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and the monotonicity method (see [18]),
one shows the existence of a stable solution of (4.1) which is periodic in t
with the minimal period k{. Q.E.D.
5. LINEAR STABILITY
By the comparison method we cannot show the linear stability of sub-
harmonic solutions. In this section, we refine Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 by
perturbing the nonlinearity.
Theorem 5.1. For any integer k2, there exist d(%) and f (v, t) such that
(3.1) has a linearly stable subharmonic solution of minimal period k{.
Theorem 5.2. For any integers N2 and k2, there exist 0/RN and
f (u, t) such that (4.1) has a linearly stable subharmonic solution of minimal
period k{.
We only give a proof of Theorem 5.2; Theorem 5.1 can be proved in an
analogous way.
Let us first recall that the linear stability of a k{-periodic solution u
means that the period-k{ map of the linear variational equation
(L)
vt=2v+ fu(u, t) v, x # 0,
v
&
=0, x # 0,
has all eigenvalues inside the unit circle. By the KreinRutman theorem,
this is true if and only if the principal eigenvalue * of the period map,
which is a positive algebraically simple eigenvalue, satisfies *<1.
Consider the following problem
ut=2u+ f (u, t)+=h(t), x # 0,
(5.1)u
&
=0, x # 0.
where = is a small parameter, h(t) is a smooth function that is positive and
{-periodic and 0, f are as in Section 4. Specifically, the following properties
of f and 0 are assumed:
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Both f and 0 are smooth and f is {-periodic in t and real analytic in u.
Problem (4.1) has a k{-periodic supersolution u+ and a k{-periodic sub-
solution u& such that
u&(x, t)<u+(x, t) (x # 0 , t # [0, k{])
and if t [ u( } , t) is k{-periodic function satisfying
u&(x, t)<u(x, t)<u+(x, t) (x # 0 , t # [0, k{]) (5.2)
then k{ is its minimal period.
If = is sufficiently small, then u& and u+ are a subsolution and supersolu-
tion of (5.1) as well. For such = we denote by u= the k{-periodic solution
of (5.1) satisfying (5.2) that is maximal in the sense that any other k{-peri-
odic solution u~ of (5.1) that satisfies (5.2) also satisfies
u~ (x, t)<u=(x, t) (x # 0 , t # [0, k{]).
See [18] for the proof of the maximal solution. This solution is stable from
above, in a appropriate sense, and, in particular, it is either linearly stable
or linearly neutrally stable:
*=1.
Here *= is the principal eigenvalue of the period-k{ map of the linearization
vt=2v+ fu(u=, t) v, x # 0,
(5.3)v
&
=0, x # 0.
Our aim is to prove that for some = one has *={1, which implies that u=
is linearly stable. There is nothing to prove if *0{1, so we assume below
that
*0=1.
The remaining part of the proof of Theorem 5.2 is carried out in the follow-
ing lemmas.
Lemma 5.1. There is an interval I containing 0 such that the function
= [ u= # C2, 1(0 _[0, k{])
is continuous on I and of class C1 on I"[0].
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Lemma 5.2. Let I be as in Lemma 5.1. Then for any = # I"[0] one has
*={1, hence u= is linearly stable.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let v=D= u= be the derivative of the function in
Lemma 5.1 evaluated at some ={0. Then v is a k{-periodic solution of
vt=2v+ fu(u=, t) v+h(t), x # 0,
(5.4)v
&
=0, x # 0.
Since h(t)>0, one shows by a comparison argument (see [18, Sect. 16])
that the corresponding linear homogeneous equation cannot have a k{-periodic
positive solution. Thus *={1. Q.E.D.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. It is sufficient to prove that
= [ u=( } , 0) : I  X :=C(0 )
is continuous on I and smooth on I"[0]; parabolic regularity then implies
the rest.
Let 6 = : X  X be the period-k{ map of (5.1). Then 6= is compact and
(=, ,) [ 6 =(,) is an analytic X valued map. Note that u=( } , 0) is a fixed
point of 6 = and *= is the principal eigenvalue of D6=(u=( } , 0)).
We look for solutions of
6 =(,)&,=0 (5.5)
with = near 0 and , near ,0 :=u0( } , 0).
We know, by the KreinRutman theorem, that the spectrum of L :=
D60(,0) consists of a simple eigenvalue *0=1 and a compact set inside the
unit circle. Moreover, ker(I&L) is spanned by a positive eigenfunction v,
and there exists a closed codimension-one subspace Y/X that is invariant
under L and such that Y & [w: w0]=[0]. Let P: X  span[v] denote
the projection with kernel Y. Applying a LyapunovSchmidt reduction, we
find a neighborhood U of ,0 in X and positive numbers =0 , s0 such the set
of solutions of (5.5) in U_(&=0 , =0) is given by
[(,0+sv+!(s, =), =) : ;(s, =)=0],
where !, ; are analytic functions defined on (s0 , s0)_(&=0 , =0) that take
values in Y and R, respectively, and that assume the zero values at (0, 0).
We recall briefly how these functions are found (see for example [27, 30,
15, or 5] for details). With
F(,, =)=6 =(,)&,
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and ,=,0+sv+ y (s # R, y # Y), Eq. (5.5) is equivalent to the following
system for (s, y, =):
PF(,0+sv+ y, =)=0,
(I&P) F(,0+sv+ y, =)=0.
Using the implicit function theorem with (s, y, =) near (0, 0, 0), one solves
the second equation for y, thus obtaining a function y=!(s, =). Substitut-
ing in the first equation, one obtains the bifurcation equation
PF(,0+sv+!(s, =), =)=0,
which is equivalent to the original equation in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 0).
The function ; is defined by the identity
PF(,0+sv+!(s, =), =)=;(s, =) v.
As ! and ; are obtained by the implicit function theorem they are analytic.
It is further checked easily that !s(0, 0)=0, ;s(0, 0)=0.
Now, PDuF(,0 , 0)=P(L&I )=0, hence
;=(0, 0) v=PD=F(,0 , 0).
We verify that the latter vector is nonzero. This will follow by showing that
D= F(0, 0)>0, since ker P=Y does not contain any positive vector. We
have
D=F(,0 , 0)=D= 6 0(,0)=w( } , k{),
where w(x, t) is the solution of
wt=2w+ fu(u=, t) w+h(t), x # 0,
w
&
=0, x # 0,
w(x, 0)=0, x # 0.
Since h(t)>0, we have w( } , k{)>0 by the maximum principle.
This shows that ;=(0, 0){0, hence ;&1(0) locally coincides with the
graph [==‘(s)] of an analytic function ‘ defined near 0 with ‘(0)=0. The
corresponding solutions of (5.5) are given by
==‘(s), ,=,0+sv+!(s, ‘(s))=,0+sv+O(s2).
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In particular, since v>0 on 0 ,
,>,0 for s>0,
(5.6)
,<,0 for s<0.
From the maximality of u0 it follows that ‘#0 is impossible. Therefore, by
analyticity, ‘(s){0, ‘$(s){0 for any s{0 sufficiently close to 0, 0<|s|<s1
say. Let _: I  [0, s1) be the inverse to the restriction of ‘ to [0, s1). Then
,= :=,0+_(=) v+!(_(=), =), = # I,
is continuous on I and smooth (in fact analytic) on I"[0]. Also, by (5.6)
,= is the only fixed point of 6 = in U that satisfies ,0,=.
We conclude the proof of Lemma 5.1 by showing that
,==u=( } , 0)
for any = # I sufficiently close to 0. Assume it is not true. Then, by the maxi-
mality of u=, ,=<u=( } , 0), which in particular implies u=( } , 0)  U. Since
u&<u=<u+, a compactness argument shows that, along a sequence at
least, u=( } , 0) converges, as =  0, to a fixed point , of 60 satisfying
, <u+( } , 0). Clearly, ,  U and , lim ,==,0, contradicting the maxi-
mality of u0. This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 5.1 and
thereby the proof of Theorem 5.2. Q.E.D.
6. REMARKS
We discuss two issues in this section: Neumann problem on simply
connected domains and Dirichlet boundary condition.
In our construction of stable subharmonic solutions 0 is a torus-like
domain. This raises a natural question whether the nontrivial topology is
essential. The answer is negative, at least if N=dim 03. One can find
examples of stable subharmonic solutions on simply connected domains
adapting the ideas of [8, 20]. The argument would roughly go as follows.
Let N3 and let 0=0(+)/RN be as in Section 4. With +>0 sufficiently
small, there is a smooth nonlinearity f (u, t) such that (P) has a linearly
stable subharmonic solution u. Set
0 =0 _ D= ,
where
D==[( y, z): y # R2, z # RN&2, | y|<1, |z|<=].
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Thus 0/0 and |0 "0|  0 as =  0. Since the subharmonic solution on 0
is linearly stable, in particular nondegenerate, for all sufficiently small =>0
there also exists a linearly stable subharmonic solution of (P) with 0
replaced by 0 . To justify the latter, one needs a perturbation theorem that,
although feasible, does not seem to be available in the literature. Nearest
are the results of [7, 10] that contain a similar perturbation result for
periodic-parabolic problems under Dirichlet boundary condition; [7] also
discusses the Neumann problem in the autonomous case (with no reference
to its variational structure). The Neumann problem in the time-periodic
case can be studied along similar lines, but such a study is beyond the
scope of this paper.
We next consider the spatially homogeneous Dirichlet problem
(D)
ut=2u+ f (u, t),
u=0,
x # 0,
x # 0,
where f is smooth and {-periodic in t.
Similarly as with the Neumann problem, on some domains, (D) has no
stable subharmonic solutions, no matter how f is chosen. For example,
assume 0 is a disk or an annulus:
0 =[(r cos %, r sin %): arb, % # [0, 2?)]
(0a<b). Then any stable k{-periodic solution is necessarily radially
symmetric. This can be shown, similarly as in [22], by differentiating (P)
with respect to %:
(DL)
vt=2v+ fu(u, t) v,
v=0,
x # 0,
x # 0.
If u is a nonsymmetric k{-periodic solution of (D), then v=u% ( } , 0) is an
eigenfunction of the period map of (DL) with the eigenvalue *=1. Since
v obviously changes sign, *=1 is not the principal eigenvalue, hence u is
unstable.
It follows that any k{-periodic stable solution u, being radially symmetric,
is a solution of the one-dimensional problem
ut=urr+
1
r
ur+ f (u, t), a<r<b,
(D1) u(b, t)=0,
u(a, t)=0 (for the annulus) or
ur(0, t)=0 (for the disk).
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This problem is known not to have any subharmonic solutions (see [4]),
thus u is {-periodic. This shows that no stable subharmonic solutions of
(D) exist on the radially symmetric domains.
Thinking of a construction of stable subharmonic solutions on other
domains, it appears that the method of this paper can be adapted to the
Dirichlet problem. There are several extra difficulties, however. The main
one is that the thin domain problem, similar to (4.1), does not have a sensible
limit problem under Dirichlet boundary condition. Thus the one-dimensional
equations and their traveling front solutions, as employed in Section 3, seem
to be of no use here. Instead, traveling front solutions on a two-dimensional
unbounded strip, with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the lateral lines,
should be considered (see [13, 14] for examples). Several technical details
have to be dealt with carefully to make this approach work and we do not
enter that analysis in this paper.
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